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Thanks to the global spread of online communication society produces more textual

data than ever. From workplace emails, through personal messages to online forums of

a wild variety of topics we stumble upon text-based communication. The widespread

usage brings with itself the upscale of problems too. Where earlier they could get by

with hiring a few moderators to filter malevolent, destructive and scam messages and

comments, nowadays the frequency made this impossible to do by hand. This is the

point where text classification enters the picture.

The aim of the paper is to present and compare the three most widely used methods for

natural language classification. After a theoretical introduction, where I lay out the con-

cepts and definitions necessary, I dive into the first method. This is the “old-fashioned”

natural language processing, which was developed before the widespread availability of

neural technology, so it is characterized by highly creative solutions and low computa-

tional requirements. From here I venture onto the field of word embeddings, where I

present the two most prominent embedding solution (Word2Vec and GloVe) and their

academic background, and after this I lay out the neural solutions for text classification,

starting with convolutional technology, the second text classification solution. Here I

explain the driving mechanisms of convolutional networks in theory, and the I offer the

transfer of this technology from image processing onto working with text. The third

classification method uses recurrent neural networks. Here I present the general behav-

ior of recurrent networks, then I introduce the modification, which gave them long term

remembering capabilities, leading us to Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks.

After these sections I present the results of my comparison. First, I address differences

stemming from the different build and structure, then I test these assumptions in an

experiment, where I test each method of the three (“old-fashioned”, convolutional, LSTM)

against three different classification problems, conducting a practical comparison. I then

examine the classification performance as well as computational requirements, because

with longer texts these algorithms often pose significant hardware requirements.

At the end of the paper I describe some aspects of the limitations of my experiment,

and potential future ventures regarding the extension of the research, highlighting some

possible directions.
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